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dcs plus Joins Radius Travel Global Technology Program
to Provide Intelligent Travel Solutions to The Network’s Members

Radius Travel, the global travel management company, and dcs plus, a leading travel technology
provider, have concluded a strategic partnership to drive innovation, speed, and efficiency and to better
serve and support the travel agencies that are part of the Radius global network.
dcs plus joins the Radius Travel Global Technology Program, a newly formed partnership, with some of
the business travel industry’s most innovative technology and service vendors.
“The Global Technology Program provides dcs plus, Radius Travel, and its partner agencies with the
ability to grow via economies of scale”, said Nicole Wilcock, Senior Director, Global Implementation,
Client Technology & Product at Radius Travel. “By leveraging dcs plus’ unique platform, partner agencies
can standardize their processes, reduce implementation time, and increase efficiencies when supporting
our multi-national corporate clients.”
“We are delighted to be part of this great program and feel very honored to have the chance to bring
value to Radius members through solutions that will drive superior performance.” said Cristian Dinca,
CEO and Founder of dcs plus.
Members of the Radius Travel network will have access to dcs plus’s complete travel technology stack,
consisting of enterprise-grade solutions addressing the needs of travel management companies with:
•
•
•
•
•

TINA for mid-back office management
IRIX for travel content aggregation and distribution
CSBT – the corporate self-booking tool
TRIP – the online B2C system
TravList – the itinerary management mobile app

“dcs plus brings its industry recognized expertise, reputation, and know-how to the Radius Global
Technology Program,” continued Dinca. “Together, we’ll set the focus on delivering client-centric
technology.”
“Radius Travel is thrilled to partner with the industry’s leading-edge tech providers, including dcs plus, as
part of our Global Technology Program,” said Wilcock. “Our partners will provide our clients, and our
agency network, with global access to innovative technologies and service solutions to provide a custom
technology stack for each of our clients.”

Notes to editors

About Radius Travel:
Radius Travel is a global travel management company that designs and delivers programs for
multinational companies through a network of best-in-market agencies. The Radius network is made up
of over 100 agencies worldwide and manages more than USD 30 billion of annual corporate travel
spending. The Radius Global Hotel Program, featuring the world’s leading hotel brands, is one of the
largest in the corporate travel market. Radius corporate offices are in Washington, DC, London, Sao
Paulo and Singapore.
www.radiustravel.com
About Radius Travel’s Global Technology Program:
Radius Travel’s Global Technology Program offers innovative technology, products, and services via
strategic technology partnerships in the business industry. Our partners are some of the industry’s
leading technology experts, including dcs plus, Ixaris, International SOS, mTrip, SAP Concur, and
WorldAware.
About dcs plus:
dcs plus is a leading travel technology company, committed to designing and developing enterprise
technology solutions for the travel and tourism industry. It is the only company in the travel sector that
has its own full software stack addressing the needs of all types of travel operators: TMCs, DMCs, tour
operators, OTAs. Founded in 2002, dcs plus has a portfolio of hundreds of customers in more than 45
countries. dcs plus is headquartered in Bucharest, Romania and has offices in Dubai, Singapore and Sao
Paulo.
www.dcsplus.net
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